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15 August 2016 
 
ALBION LEAGUE  - ANALYSIS 
 
Reference: 
 
A.  Albion League Rules 2016 (SCAA website 2016). 
 
Introduction 
 
The Sussex Albion League was introduced in the 1970s.  It was originally envisaged as a method 
where grass roots archers could gain experience of competition in a low pressure environment and 
also meet other archers within the county.  Linked to it are two other types of competition which 
are the Longbow Albion League, and the Windsor series for junior archers.  The full description of 
the Albion League and linked competitions can be found at Reference. 
 
Current Situation 
 
Background.  There is a perception in the county that the Albion League has been in slow decline 
for the past few years.  This paper assesses the current situation and then looks at potential 
options for halting, and possibly reversing that decline.   
 
Composition.  The 2016 divisional composition is as follows: 
 
Table 1: 2016 Divisional Composition 

DIVISION 1 DIVISION 2 DIVISION 3 
Bognor Regis AC Crawley AC Arundown AC 
Chichester Bowmen Eastbourne Archers County Oak AC 
Ditchling AC Holbrook Archers Hastings & St Leonards Bowmen 
Plumpton Bowmen AC Worthing AC Newhaven AC 

 
Participation Levels.  There are 21 archery clubs within Sussex which could potentially take part in 
the Albion League as it stands.  Of the 12 clubs currently participating, it is known via feedback 
that: 
 

a.  Two clubs have little problem raising an Albion Team. 
 

b.  Five clubs have significant problems raising an Albion Team, of which two are 
considering withdrawing from the League. 
 
c.  One club has had problems in solidifying competition dates with its divisional colleagues. 
 
d.  In 2015, two clubs left the League, one of which was on transfer to Kent county.  This 
means that 43% of the eligible clubs in Sussex are not participating. 
 
e.  In West Sussex there are 10 clubs, four of whom do not participate. 
 
f.  In East Sussex there are 11 clubs, five of whom do not participate.  
 
g.  Clubs may complete a match on a 1 v 1 basis or on a three or four way basis. 

 
Travel.  Sussex as a county is approximately 75 miles (120 km) east-west and up to 25 miles (40 
km) north-south.  It has a coverage of around 1461 sq miles (3783 sq km) and may therefore be 
considered a large county to travel around given its road infrastructure.  The attached document 
at Enclosure 1 shows the travel times for Sussex club v club travel.  The data reveals that the 
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longest potential journey is of 1 hr 41 mins each way between Bayeux Bowmen and Chichester 
Bowmen.  The longest current actual journey is 1 hr 24 mins each way between Arundown AC and 
Hastings & St Leonard’s in the 2016 Division 3. 
 
Timetable.  Taking the Arundown v Hastings match as an actual worst case scenario, the timetable 
of the day may look similar to the following: 
 
Table 2: Possible Timings 

TIME EVENT 
0700ish Reveille 
0805 On the road by (probably two cars required per team of four archers) 
0930 Arrival, introductions and set up 
1000 Assembly and sighters 
1020 80 yds first distance  

1200ish Lunch 
1240 60 yds second distance 
1410 Break 
1430 50 yds third distance 

1530ish Pack up, calculate scores, socialise 
1615 Depart venue 
1740 Arrive on home territory 

 
In essence, this is a near 11 hour day to shoot a nine dozen round which does not count to any 
rankings, either county or national.  It is accepted that the competition is for grass roots archers 
and therefore the more elite archers will naturally look elsewhere for tournaments which help 
towards ranking status.   
 
Costs.  There are cost considerations for taking part in the Albion League.  They include, but may 
not be limited to: fuel, subsistence, opportunity cost (ie what other things an archer could be 
doing if not at the match), journey time, and potentially decreased family time.  All of these factors 
can limit accessibility to the League. 
 
Potential Solutions 
 
Increasing accessibility to participating in the League appears to be a potential solution.  To that 
end the factors considered are: 
 

a.  Journey Time.  To mitigate long journey times it suggested that teams which have a 
journey time of 50 minutes or over, as listed within Enclosure 1, have the option of a postal 
shoot.  This is in addition to competing on a 1 v 1 basis and the option of a three or four 
way match.  This then potentially increases accessibility for those clubs who would 
otherwise have long distances to travel in order to compete.  The postal shoot must take 
place on the same day, as though the teams had actually travelled. 

 
b.  Match Time.  To reduce the amount of time taken to shoot the round and change 
distance, it is suggested that the round to be shot is a Long Western.  This is four dozen at 
80 yds followed by four dozen at 60 yds. 
 
c.  Weighting.  Anecdotal evidence suggests that the weighting for compound bows (ie a 
handicap of 100 points) is currently slightly too high, and that the weighting for barebow is 
also slightly too high (ie a handicap of 180 points).  After discussion with the President it is 
suggested that for the Long Western the handicap for compound bows is adjusted to 80 
points, and for barebow it is adjusted to 140 points. 
 
d.  Compounds.  The emergence of the compound bow has seen teams scores made up 
from using four compound archers for league matches; this has been perceived by others 
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to be advantageous to the former, and looking at the results that does appear to be the 
case.  It is therefore suggested that League teams are limited to the best two compound 
scores with the remainder made up from the other bow disciplines. 
 
e.  Catering.  Travelling teams should be aware that there can be a heavy burden on the 
home team in having to cater for large numbers of archers.  There is anecdotal evidence 
that matches have been cancelled due to the host team being embarrassed at not being 
able to cater for a large visiting team.  It is suggested that travelling teams should number 
no more 12 archers, and this will allow host teams to plan accordingly. 
 
f.  League Naming.  It is suggested that the League is rebranded as “The Sussex County 
League”.  By calling it the Sussex County League then the format of the League itself is 
futureproofed, ie it will not matter what round(s) in the future the League shoots, there will 
not need to be a change of name and nor will there be a perception that the League has 
somehow ‘failed’.  The League will simply continue in a slightly different form and will no 
doubt evolve to reflect what is actually happening on the ground at clubs. 

 
g.  The Ron & Doreen Cannon Challenge Cup.  It is suggested that, in recognition of those 
who helped found the original League, a trophy is awarded for the highest score at the 
longest distance no matter which division that team is in.  If the Secretary is amenable, this 
is to be known as the Ron & Doreen Cannon Challenge Cup, and it will help leave a legacy 
for the future. 
 
h.  Longbow League.  Other than the change of round to a Long Western there is no 
anticipated change. 
 
i.  Junior League.  As the junior archers currently shoot the Windsor series, it is suggested 
that with the creation of the Sussex County League they shoot the corresponding Western 
series.  Otherwise there is no anticipated change. 

 
Implementation 
 
There are a number of aspects to consider and a potential sequence of events is as follows: 
 
Table 3: Potential Sequence of Events 
NO EVENT ACTION 

OWNER 
01 8 Aug 2016: SCAA Executive Committee discussion/decision. Chair 
02 By 15 Aug 2016: Refine proposal in light of above discussion/decision. Chair 
03 By 31 Aug 2016: Amend Albion League rules (including travel times) to become 

Sussex County League rules. Forward to the Executive Committee for 
review/comment. 

ALS 

04 By 23 Sep 2016: Sussex County League rules to have been finalised. ALS 
05 By 23 Sep 2016: New Sussex County League scoresheet to have been drafted. ALS 
06 30 Sep 2016: Current Albion League rounds should have been shot by 

participating clubs and scores submitted to the ALS. 
ALS 

07 By 16 Oct 2016: Albion League results announced by informing Albion League 
club contacts by email. 

ALS 

08 By 30 Oct 2016: Albion League trophies to be awarded. A new Division 3 trophy 
to have been sourced and engraved (funded by SCAA) to replace the current 
missing trophy. 

ALS 

09 By 30 Oct 2016: Albion League results uploaded to the website and Facebook. Webmaster 
10 By 30 Nov 2016: Inform the Albion League club contacts and club secretaries of 

the new Sussex County League format by email. 
ALS 

11 By 30 Nov 2016: Delete Albion League rules from website, upload Sussex 
County League rules and new scoresheet. 

Webmaster 
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12 By 28 Feb 2017: Trophy to have been sourced and engraved (funded by SCAA) 
as the Ron & Doreen Cannon Challenge Cup. 

Sec 

 
Co-authors: 
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Enclosure: 
 
1.  Albion League – Travel Times. 


